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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to order 
and 
Announcements 

Meeting called to order at 10:41 a.m. by Jim Schwab, chair.  

Conflict of 
interest 

Schwab asked if any member wished to report a conflict of interest.  None 
reported. 

Consent 
agenda 

The Consent agenda, including the following items, was approved: 
 Board of Director meeting minutes (April 18, 2016) 
 Audit and Finance Committee minutes (July 13, 2016) 
 Q2 Sources and Uses of Cash and Balance Sheet 

 
 
 

No 
additions or 
corrections. 
Randy 
Runyon 
motioned, 
Craig Thiele, 
MD 
seconded. 
Motion 
accepted. 

HPIO updates, 
presentations 
and discussion 

State health assessment (SHA) 
Amy Rohling McGee and Reem Aly presented background 
information on the state health assessment (SHA) and state health 
improvement plan (SHIP), explained HPIO’s process of developing 
these documents and shared some of the key draft findings from 
the SHA.  
 
Aly described the sources of information used for the SHA. She 
explained that the data profiles section included over 140 metrics 
from various existing data sources. Data from the most recent three 
years or time periods, U.S. comparison data and Healthy People 
(HP) 2020 targets (when they existed) were also reported. 

 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
 
Pursuant to notice, the Board of Directors of the Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) met for their quarterly 
meeting on July 25, 2016, at the offices of HPIO. Voting board directors in attendance were Jim Schwab 
(chair), Randy Runyon, Doug Anderson, Mitchell Balk, David Ciccone, Angela Cornelius Dawson, Lesli 
Johnson, David Luby, Patricia O’Connor, Jason Orcena, Brian Pack, Mark Pilkington, Jan Ruma, Sam Shalala, 
Craig Thiele, MD, Teleange Thomas, Heather Torok and Shiloh Turner. 
 
Those not present were Teresa Long, MD, and Leonard “Randy” Randolph Jr., MD. 
 
Staff in attendance: Amy Rohling McGee, Reem Aly, Nick Wiselogel, Sarah Bollig Dorn, Becky Sustersic, Neva 
Hornbeck. 
 
Becky Sustersic recorded the minutes and Amy Rohling McGee and Doug Anderson reviewed the minutes.  
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HPIO also reviewed local health department (LHD) and hospital 
assessments/plans for purposes of highlighting in the SHA what the 
localities are prioritizing. Additional information gathered through 
the regional forums and key informant interviews was also included.  
 
Mark Pilkington asked about the secondary data used and how it 
was obtained.  Aly said that over 140 metrics were chosen from 
publicly available sources.  HPIO sub-contracted with the Hospital 
Council of Northwest Ohio (HCNO) to pull all of the data into 
spreadsheets and assist with analysis. Both HCNO and HPIO per- 
formed rigorous reviews of the data to ensure accuracy. Aly added 
that the Kirwan Institute for Race and Ethnicity Studies helped 
compile and visually display demographic and disparities data. 
 
Angela Cornelius Dawson asked about the members of the 
SHA/SHIP Advisory Committee. Aly explained that the Advisory 
Committee consists of representatives from a variety of sectors 
including the Commission on Minority Health and other state 
agencies, local health departments, hospitals, managed care 
plans, consumer representatives, etc. She added that we feel it’s 
important to have representation from sectors beyond health for 
work on the SHIP. 
 
Jim Schwab asked whether there were any areas of criticism 
regarding HPIO’s process. Aly noted that people wanted more 
time to provide input, but it was the state (not HPIO) that was 
driving the timeline. 
 
Pat O’Connor asked whether there will be time for stakeholders to 
provide input on prioritization for the SHIP. McGee responded 
affirmatively and added that the draft SHA had been released to 
the public for comment.  
 
Mark Pilkington questioned whether this would be an iterative 
process. He wondered whether there could be a more appropriate 
time frame in future years. Aly explained that ODH needs to review 
and update this annually, so there will be opportunities for them to 
gather more feedback. However, she said that this whole process 
will not be repeated for another three years. HPIO will be 
recommending that more time is allotted for development of the 
next iteration. 
 
Lesli Johnson added that the team did a great job with outreach 
for the SHA regional forums. Jason Orcena commented that it 
seemed like a solid process. He added that people seem to be 
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confusing the state assessment with local or regional assessments, 
and they do not understand why the SHA doesn’t look the same.  
Jan Ruma said that if they looked exactly alike, one of them would 
not be needed. She added that the big picture things will likely be 
the same, but there are going to be some differences.  
  
Shiloh Turner questioned whether geographic differences are 
noted in the SHA. McGee responded affirmatively. 
 
Sam Shalala asked whether an economic impact assessment is 
included. McGee noted that in the discussion section, HPIO 
describes that health care spending is generally higher in Ohio 
despite the fact that our performance on population health 
outcomes is fairly poor relative to other states. She explained that 
there are too many data points in the SHA to do analysis on all of 
them individually. Aly added that we may be able to do this with 
the small number of issues chosen for the SHIP. Shalala noted that 
economic analyses tend to attract the attention of employers. 
 
When discussing the comparisons made in the SHA of Ohio’s 
performance on metrics with the performance of the overall U.S., 
Dr. Craig Thiele noted that one cannot always make the 
assumption that the overall U.S. rate is good. Even if Ohio performs 
better than the U.S. on a certain metric, it does not mean that Ohio 
is performing well. McGee agreed that this should be kept in mind, 
as the overall U.S. performs poorly in some of these areas. 
 
Pat O’Connor noted that the comparisons of Ohio’s performance 
with the HP2020 targets are more useful than the U.S. comparisons. 
Aly agreed but noted that there are only targets for some issues. 
 
In response to a question from Sam Shalala, Amy McGee and 
Jason Orcena added that some of the HP2020 targets are 
aspirational. For instance, the HP2020 target for the proportion of 
people with health insurance is 100 percent.  
 
Angela Dawson asked whether information on unintentional injuries 
was available by race/ethnicity. Aly said that race and ethnicity 
break-out data was not available for the unintentional injuries 
metric, but she explained that the SHA includes a large number of 
equity breakouts for other metrics. 
 
Mark Pilkington asked why accidental poisoning was combined 
with drugs as a single category of unintentional injuries. McGee 
explained that we mirrored how it’s provided in the vital stats data.  
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Amy Rohling McGee noted the fairly widespread agreement at the 
local, regional and state levels on health issues identified as 
priorities. However, she said that the social determinants of health 
were not normally identified in LHD/hospital documents- likely due 
to a lack of awareness regarding the importance of these 
determinants. 
 
McGee announced that HPIO will begin the SHIP process in a few 
weeks.  
 
Shiloh Turner remarked that this project was a perfect role for HPIO. 
She asked whether HPIO has identified anything to do differently in 
the future. McGee admitted that having just finalized the 
document, we have not had time to reflect on lessons learned. 
 
In response to a question from Jim Schwab, McGee affirmed that 
ODH is the contracting entity and explained that they need the 
SHA and SHIP for accreditation. She added that the project was 
under the leadership of OHT, and the plan was to include other 
state agencies so they can use it also. 
 
Jim Schwab wondered about the possibility that the SHA would not 
end up being used. Amy shared her thoughts that ODH and OHT 
have been very transparent throughout the process. She believes 
that the document will be used.  
 
Dr. Craig Thiele wondered whether HPIO could replicate the 
SHA/SHIP process for other states. McGee explained that there are 
organizations similar to HPIO who have been contracted by their 
states to lead the development of the SHA and SHIP. She noted 
that one of the key elements involves knowing which stakeholders 
to bring to the table and having relationships with those 
organizations. This would present challenges for HPIO in other 
states. 
 
Health Value Dashboard 
Amy Rohling McGee gave a brief presentation on the Health Value 
Dashboard in which she discussed how the Dashboard differs from 
the SHA, why it is different than other national scorecards, and how 
it helps guide HPIO’s work. She explained that one change for the 
2017 Health Value Dashboard is that it will have a more robust 
focus on equity. She said that HPIO would like to include an equity 
gap measure that shows the magnitude of disparities. 
Mitch Balk questioned whether one would be able to compare 
these disparities to those in other states. McGee responded 
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affirmatively, saying that is what HPIO is envisioning. 
 
Jim Schwab asked if anything in the SHA was especially surprising.  
Jan Ruma mentioned her surprise that opiates were prioritized near 
the top of the list. She noted that this is rarely a top priority in local 
assessments. McGee pointed out the high percentage of youth 
with major depression who are unable to get treatment (over 60%) 
and the small percentage of Ohioans eating fruits and vegetables 
on a daily basis.  
 
Dave Ciccone asked whether co-morbidities were considered 
when looking at these mental health conditions. Reem Aly 
responded in the negative, clarifying that mental health conditions 
were considered independently. 
 
Angela Dawson expressed concern regarding the levels of 
disparities, as well as concern with the SHA mission and vision. She 
wondered whether communities would deny existence of these 
disparities in their own areas. ARM mentioned that the language 
“and achieve health equity” was added to the mission for just that 
reason.   

Break for lunch Lunch break from 11:52 a.m. - 12:16 p.m.  

Updates from 
Board Directors 

Dr. Craig Thiele gave a brief presentation on the Life Services 
program at CareSource, which uses a holistic approach to 
promote self-sufficiency, helping members find and retain jobs. He 
said that 940 members have volunteered for the program, which 
offers a wide range of services including coaching, referrals to 
community services, employment and educational opportunities, 
assistance with health-promoting factors related to the social 
determinants of health, etc. He noted that there is particular 
attention on individuals at “the benefits cliff.” The program is 
currently serving nine counties and there are 40 employer partners 
who provide job services. 
 
Jason Orcena asked about the ages of the 129 members who 
have become employed through the program. Dr. Thiele said he 
did not know but mentioned his surprise at the diversity of ages, 
races and ethnicities when he attended one of the job fairs. 
 
Orcena asked whether job and family services/ work development 
offices in those counties are involved in this initiative. Dr. Thiele said 
that he did not know. He later followed up with the following 
response via email: 
JFS is a partner for us in all counties.  We mostly partner through the 
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Ohio Means Jobs relationships.  Every CareSource Life Services 
member sets up a profile on Ohio Means Jobs, does the on-line 
assessments and we use their WorkKeys tools for members who are 
struggling to identify which area they should focus on for 
employment.  We also have worked with JFS to access training 
dollars for members to take classes such as CPR, Truck driving 
(CLD), Customer Service and Logistics Training.   
 
Shiloh Turner asked whether the program will be expanding into 
other Ohio counties. Dr. Thiele later followed up with the response 
below: We recently expanded to Franklin County and we have 
had conversations with groups in Cuyahoga and Hamilton 
Counties.  We will meet with ODM in October to review results and 
determine an expansion plan for 2017.  We hope to be statewide 
by the end of 2017. 
 
Jim Schwab asked from where the idea for this program came. Dr. 
Thiele said that the idea came from CareSource employees who 
recognized the need for it. Jason Orcena asked whether it is grant 
funded. Dr. Thiele said it is funded by CareSource. 
 
Shiloh Turner noted that the Women’s Fund of the Greater 
Cincinnati Foundation created a piece on the cliff effect; the 
analysis was very similar to what Dr. Thiele had presented.  
 
Dave Ciccone asked whether they are drawing comparisons for 
the people in this program based on their claims data. Dr. Thiele 
said it is too soon to track most of those results, but he noted that 
they have seen some success with regard to drug treatment. 

IRS Form 990 Amy Rohling McGee explained to the Board that she recommends 
HPIO file the Form 5768 with the IRS to elect 501(h) status.  
 
Marty Sweterlitsch of Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan & Aronoff, LLP, 
an expert on nonprofit-related issues, gave a brief presentation 
explaining 501(h) status. She explained that 501(c)(3) organizations 
can decide to elect 501(h) status, which provides specific lobbying 
expenditure limits. To elect, HPIO would simply need to file Form 
5768. It can easily be revoked at any time. 
 
After a brief discussion, which included mention of the differences 
between lobbying triggers and requirements at the state and 
federal levels, the Board agreed that it makes sense to file Form 
5768 with the IRS. McGee explained that HPIO complies with state 
lobbying rules and laws through filings with the Joint Legislative 

Motion by 
Jason 
Orcena to 
elect 501(h) 
status; 
seconded 
by Lesli 
Johnson. 
Motion 
accepted. 
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Ethics Commission. 
 
McGee asked the Board if there were any additional questions 
about the prepared IRS Form 990. Hearing none, she said that HPIO 
would move forward with filing. 

HPIO updates, 
presentations 
and discussion 
(cont.) 

HPIO Forums 
Sarah Bollig Dorn presented the HPIO 2016 forum evaluation survey 
results midyear review, noting that we have had over 100 
attendees at each 2016 forum and have surpassed all of our 
targets. Dorn explained that the forums add large numbers of 
people to our communication list and provide opportunities to 
reach new stakeholders in sectors outside of health or health care.   
 
Mitch Balk asked about the number of people who travel to attend 
HPIO forums. Dorn explained that for the forums so far this year, 
about 50 percent of the attendees have been from central Ohio 
and the other 50 percent have been from other parts of the state. 
McGee added that we’ve seen more representation from NW 
Ohio recently. 
 
Dr. Craig Thiele wondered if HPIO could do virtual forums. McGee 
said that something we have heard often from attendees is that 
they appreciate the interaction opportunities/networking time at 
the forums. 
 
Brian Pack asked if CEUs are offered. McGee said that we offer 
CLEs only at this point. She added that we would like to offer other 
types of continuing education credits, but the requirements are 
often complicated.  
 
Jim Schwab said that he used to think forums were purely for 
fundraising, but now sees that they have many more benefits for 
the organization. McGee agreed, saying the forums are a good 
source of revenue, but they serve other important purposes as well. 
 
Inaugural Health Value Awards 
Amy Rohling McGee directed the Board’s attention to the Health 
Value Awards selection matrices for project/organizational awards 
and individual awards. She noted that HPIO has not determined 
the number of awards that will be given. However, she said that 
HPIO is planning to present the inaugural awards at one of the 
upcoming forums. The winners will be informed prior to the 
announcement. There was very minimal discussion. The Board 
wanted to ensure that HPIO has the time and capacity for this 
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undertaking.  

Evaluation Shiloh Turner, standing in for Amy Bush Stevens, presented the 2016 
Q1-Q2 Performance Dashboard. She noted that although the SHA 
has consumed a large portion of staff time, it is worthwhile because 
of mission-relevance. Jason Orcena pointed out that the SHA 
seemed like “technical assistance.” He suggested adding a note 
indicating that the SHA meets the definition of technical assistance. 
 
Amy Rohling McGee mentioned that a reporter at the Columbus 
Dispatch who was one of HPIO’s key media people recently left. 
She said this contributed to the lower level of media presence.  
 
Jim Schwab wondered if there is a way for the board to assist with 
engaging media folks around the state. She said that we would 
welcome help and introductions. McGee explained that we 
maintain a media list as part of our contact list.  

 

Strategic 
planning 
conversation 

Amy Rohling McGee presented a proposed new HPIO vision and 
mission. She explained that she had used the notes from the 
previous meeting’s small group discussions to make revisions. 
 
McGee pointed out that the draft HPIO 2017-2019 strategic plan 
mentions the vision for the SHA – Ohio is a model of health and 
economic vitality – and says that HPIO also embraces this vision. 
She asked if the Board was comfortable with this statement.  
 
Jim Schwab pointed out that it does not mention equity. Jan Ruma 
said, “If it were a model, that would include everyone.” 
 
Proposed new HPIO vision: To improve the health and well-being of 
Ohioans through public policy. McGee explained her suggestion to 
add “well-being” because it implies something more 
comprehensive than health.  
 
Dr. Craig Thiele said that HPIO is not making public policy, but 
rather is informing public policy. He said he thinks HPIO’s work is 
broader than public policy.  McGee noted that while a side benefit 
of HPIO’s work is that it often informs sectors outside of state 
government, our primary audience is state policymakers.  Given 
the size of our organizational budget, she believes that we need to 
focus on this audience. Jason Orcena stated his belief that the end 
goal of everything HPIO does is about public policy. He said that he 
likes the specificity. 
 
McGee reminded the Board that all metrics we track are aligned 
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with the strategic plan and it is important to be able to measure 
impact. 
 
Jason Orcena suggested removing the word “public.” McGee said 
that could be a slippery slope because it may lead to involvement 
with private sector policies, which is beyond the scope of our 
mission.  
 
Teleange Thomas said that she would like to see something about 
equity in the mission and/or vision statement. Jan Ruma said she 
thought using “all” Ohioans was meaningful. She suggested adding 
that word back in. 
 
Pat O’Connor said that she would like to go back to something 
about “informed policy.” 
 
Proposed new HPIO mission: To provide the independent and 
nonpartisan information and analysis needed to create sound (or 
evidence-informed) health policy 
 
Brian Pack suggested changing to “…analysis needed to create 
evidence-based policy.” The rest of the Board seemed to prefer 
“evidence-informed.” 
 
McGee said that the HPIO team would develop a new draft based 
on the Board’s discussion and send out via email in September.  
The goal is to finalize the 2017-2019 strategic plan at the October 
17th board meeting. 
 
Amy reviewed what she had heard from the Board: 
 Use “evidence-informed”  
 Incorporate equity in the mission or vision  
 Add public policy into the mission 
 Leave “information and analysis” or simplify to just “analysis” 
 
The Board broke into small groups to review and discuss the draft of 
the HPIO 2017-2019 strategic plan. Notes were taken and provided 
to McGee. 

Executive 
Session 

Schwab called to move to executive session at 1:49 p.m. The Board 
adjourned around 2:10 p.m. 
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TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Call to Order The meeting was held via conference call and was called to order by Randy 
Runyon at 10:30 a.m.   

 

Review 3rd 
quarter 
Financial 
Statements 

Amy reviewed the third quarter sources and uses of cash explaining all 
notable variances. The variations in total core operating support are due to 
the timing of grants received. 
 
Lynnette Zody reviewed the third quarter balance sheet, noting that HPIO 
remains in a strong position. 

Pat made a motion to 
approve the financial 
reports for board 
review at the October 
board meeting.  
Heather seconded.  
Unanimously 
approved. 

Update on 
office 
relocation & 
copier 

Amy explained it now appears we have a 50/50 chance of being moved, 
when it previously had seemed more certain.  A lease has not been signed 
by the GSA (federal government) to take over our current space. 
 
Amy also explained her decision to buy a copier rather than lease one. She 
would like to buy it this fiscal year. We will have one month remaining on our 
current lease that the new copy firm will buy out. 

 

Health Policy Institute of Ohio 
 
Present on the call:  Randy Runyon (Chair), Pat O’Connor, Heather Torok, Amy Rohling McGee (staff), Neva Hornbeck 
(staff) & Lynnette Zody (contract CFO) 
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2017 draft 
budget 

Amy reviewed the 2017 proposed budget. The biggest changes from prior 
years were personnel and the amount needed for our copier machines. 
Heather asked for more information about the salary line increase.  We have 
hired a new employee and know that more employees will be covered 
under HPIO’s employer-sponsored health insurance.  We do not yet know by 
how much premiums will increase for 2017, so have budgeted conservatively.  
Salary increases have also been incorporated. Purchasing the copier 
machines will pay for itself after the first year. 

Pat made a motion to 
recommend 
presentation of the 
proposed budget for 
2017 to the full board 
for approval.  Heather 
seconded.  
Unanimously 
approved. 

Audit firm bids Amy reviewed bids from three auditors for our 2016-2018 financial audits and 
990 preparations. The committee decided to recommend to the board that 
we remain with our current audit firm, HBK. They were the lowest bidder and 
our experience has been acceptable.   

Heather made a 
motion to recommend 
to the full board that 
HPIO retain HBK for 
audit/990 prep for 
2016-2018.  Pat 
seconded.  
Unanimously 
approved. 

Adjournment The meeting was adjourned by consensus at 10:55 a.m.  
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The meeting was convened via conference call and began at 3:00 p.m. Mitch Balk (Governance Committee Chair), Randy Randolph, 
Craig Thiele and Amy McGee participated in the call.  Quorum was met. Minutes from the meeting follow. 

TOPIC DISCUSSION ACTION 

Governance 
Committee:   
 
Review the current list 
of board directors, 
leadership vacancies to 
fill and potential 
candidates to recruit 

Mitch called the meeting to order.  Amy reviewed the list of board directors whose terms expire 
at the annual meeting in October 2016.  Pat O’Connor and Mitch Balk have completed the 
maximum number of terms and will be leaving the board.  Jim Schwab is resigning from the 
board due to his retirement from Interact for Health and planned move to Seattle.  
 
The initial three-year term is expiring for Randy Randolph, Doug Anderson and Teresa Long.  
They are all eligible for a second three-year term.  The committee agreed that we should ask all 
three if they are willing to serve a second term. Amy proposed a list of potential board 
candidates for consideration for terms beginning at the 2016 annual meeting and concluding at 
the 2019 annual meeting: 
 

 Jennifer Carney (Bricker & Eckler) 
 John Carney (Porter Wright) 
 Jennifer Chubinski (Interact for Health) 
 Daniel Cohn (Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation) 
 Paul Hiltz (Community Mercy Health Partners in Springfield) 
 Shannon Jones (State Senate; running for Warren County Commissioner) 
 Patty Starr (Health Action Council) 

 
Amy also mentioned that we may want to consider Brad Fisher, Executive Director for the 
OH/KY markets at Aetna.  We had considered adding Nitin Bhargava, Brad’s predecessor, last 
year, and Brad was proposed by the company.  However, he was not suggested until after we had 
concluded the nomination process.  
 
Amy stated that we could bring on a total of seven new board directors, as the code of 
regulations allows for a maximum of 24. Amy also mentioned that given the intended audience 
for our work, it would be helpful to have the perspective of former legislators on our board.  
Senator Jones has expressed interest in serving.  The committee wondered if there may be any 
conflict with her serving as a county commissioner.  Amy said that she didn’t think so, but we 
could address as needed.  Mitch thought that Pat O’Connor’s opinion on this issue would be 
helpful; Amy will touch base with her. The committee liked that the proposed list represents 

Amy will confirm 
that Randy 
Randolph, Doug 
Anderson and 
Teresa Long are all 
willing and able to 
serve a second three 
year term. 
 
Amy will follow up 
with potential new 
directors to confirm 
interest. 
 
Amy will touch 
base with Pat 
O’Connor. 
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geographic and sectoral diversity. Amy expressed that we may want to consider party affiliation 
balance in adding Shannon Jones (R) to the board.   

Leadership succession 
planning 

Amy explained that Shiloh Turner will move into the board chair role, leaving a vacancy in the 
vice chair role.  We will also need a new chair for the governance committee.  Amy will 
consider potential candidates and propose a slate of officers to the committee for consideration. 

 

Adjournment The meeting adjourned slightly about 3:30 p.m.   

 



10/10/2016 Health Policy Institute of Ohio
Sources and Uses of Cash as of 9/30/2016

Diff
YTD Projected Budget 2016 Projection

Actual Year End vs Budget

SOURCES OF CASH
Core Operating Support 718,532 807,798 875,000 (67,202)$       
Core Project Specific 39,900 39,900 45,000 (5,100)$         
Forum Sponsors 70,000 70,000 70,000 -$              
Special Projects 297,595 341,099 100,000 241,099$      
Fee for Service (forums reg. fees & printing) 27,554 40,000 45,000 (5,000)$         
Other  (board & ind. Donations) 7,649 7,649 7,000 649$             
TOTAL SOURCES OF CASH 1,161,230 1,306,446 1,142,000 164,446

USES OF CASH
Personnel

Salaries, Benefits & Payroll Taxes 593,264 828,514 800,000 28,514$        

Professional Fees
Contractors / Consultants 50,600 90,000 70,000 20,000$        
Contractors on Special Projects 94,852 112,852 25,000 87,852$        

Occupancy & Office
Rent & Operations 53,680 65,000 65,000 -$              
Office Supplies 2,873 4,800 4,800 -$              
Telecommunications (phone & internet services) 5,556 7,000 6,600 400$             
Postage & Delivery 128 500 500 -$              
Copier Maintenance & Supplies 3,502 6,000 6,000 -$              

Information Systems
Software Licenses 2,617 4,500 4,500 -$              
Hardware 1,350 2,000 2,000 -$              
IT Professional Services 7,965 10,590 10,500 90$               

Communications
Color copier rental & supplies 22,161 31,000 31,000 -$              

HPIO Sponsored Events
Convened meetings and conferences 26,286 45,000 55,000 (10,000)$       

Travel & Professional Development
Travel 3,240 4,000 3,000 1,000$          
Professional Development 10,399 13,000 10,000 3,000$          

Research expenses
Books, Subscriptions, & Other Res. Materials 6,080 9,000 9,000 -$              

Miscellaneous
Membership Dues 515 4,000 4,000 -$              
Employee & Community Relations 515 1,500 1,500 -$              
Bank Charges & fees 608 1,000 3,000 (2,000)$         

Governance Expenses
Organizational & legal costs 4,562 5,000 5,000 -$              
 Insurances 3,358 3,358 3,300 58$               
Audit fees & 990 7,700 7,700 7,700 -$              

BoardMeeting Expenses 1,248 2,000 2,000 -$              

TOTAL USES OF CASH 903,059 1,258,314 1,129,400 128,914

PROFIT / LOSS 258,171 48,132 12,600 35,532

Cash Flow Analysis:
BEGINNING CASH BALANCE (checking)* 269,496 269,496 282,325 (12,829)$       

Addition to reserves & Chase checking (21,500) (21,500) (21,500)$       

Net Profit/Loss 258,171 48,132 12,600 35,532
Copy maching purchase (27,500) (27,500)$       

ENDING CASH BALANCE (checking) 506,167 268,628 294,925 (26,297)

1



Sep 30, 16

ASSETS
Current Assets

Checking/Savings
Huntingtion 506,166.84
Chase checking 1,640.29
101300 · Petty Cash 200.00
99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts

Huntington MM 157,962.07
JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun

CD#1 150,000.00
CD#2 42,000.00

Total JPMorgan-Chase brokerage accoun 192,000.00

Total 99999 · Cash - Board Reserve Accounts 349,962.07

Total Checking/Savings 857,969.20

Accounts Receivable
111000 · Accounts receivable 1,028,895.00
119999 · Grants and pledges receivable

124000 · Grants receivable -16,624.87

Total 119999 · Grants and pledges receivable -16,624.87

Total Accounts Receivable 1,012,270.13

Total Current Assets 1,870,239.33

Fixed Assets
149999 · Fixed assets

154000 · Furniture & fixtures 60,794.46
155000 · Software 19,833.23
156000 · Computer & office equipment 89,951.78

Total 149999 · Fixed assets 170,579.47

159999 · Accumulated depreciation
164000 · Accum. depr. FF&E -157,450.97
159999 · Accumulated depreciation - Other -7,486.00

Total 159999 · Accumulated depreciation -164,936.97

Total Fixed Assets 5,642.50

Other Assets
Rent security deposit 10,200.00

Total Other Assets 10,200.00

TOTAL ASSETS 1,886,081.83

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

201000 · Accounts payable 4,000.00

Total Accounts Payable 4,000.00

Other Current Liabilities
211000 · Payroll Liability Accrual 27,084.75

Total Other Current Liabilities 27,084.75

Total Current Liabilities 31,084.75

Total Liabilities 31,084.75

Equity
300000 · Opening Bal Equity -0.01
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329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse
350000 · Restricted for time release 1,210,875.00

Total 329999 · Temporarily restricted net asse 1,210,875.00

390000 · Net Assets 521,389.55
Net Income 122,732.54

Total Equity 1,854,997.08

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 1,886,081.83
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